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Abstract In blockchain networks, transactions can be transmitted through channels. The existing trans-

mission methods depend on their routing information. If a node randomly chooses a channel to transmit a

transaction, the transmission may be aborted due to insufficient funds (also called balance) or a low trans-

mission rate. To increase the success rate and reduce transmission delay across all transactions, this work

proposes a transaction transmission model for blockchain channels based on non-cooperative game theory.

Channel balance, channel states, and transmission probability are fully considered. This work then presents

an optimized channel transaction transmission algorithm. First, channel balances are analyzed and suitable

channels are selected if their balance is sufficient. Second, a Nash equilibrium point is found by using an

iterative sub-gradient method and its related channels are then used to transmit transactions. The proposed

method is compared with two state-of-the-art approaches: SilentWhispers and SpeedyMurmurs. Experimen-

tal results show that the proposed method improves transmission success rate, reduces transmission delay,

and effectively decreases transmission overhead in comparison with its two competitive peers.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Blockchains without permission, such as Bitcoin [1] and Ethereum [2], allow any participant to join or
leave at any time and offer various applications [3–6]. These replace trusted third parties with a peer-to-
peer network in which peers may not trust each other. However, the current scalability of blockchains is
limited [7,8]. For example, a Bitcoin system takes an average of 10 minutes to confirm new transactions [9].
Channel technology is one of the primary methods to improve blockchain scalability [10]. Through peer-
to-peer channels, transactions can be processed off-chain instead of on-chain [11]. A channel network
is composed of multiple channels and nodes, where each channel may have some available funds, i.e.,
channel balance. Channel balances are deposited in a multi-signature address managed by both nodes.
After a transaction is transmitted through a channel, the channel balance decreases with it. If channel
balance is insufficient, it cannot transmit transactions.
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Figure 1 Application scenario of a blockchain channel.

1.2 Problems and motivations

Some related concepts are given as follows.
(1) Insufficient channel balance. A node may choose any available channel to transmit a transaction.

The chosen channel is required to have enough fund to finish such transmission. Hence, if it does not
have enough fund, it cannot succeed in doing so, resulting in an insufficient channel balance issue.

(2) Unavailable state. A channel cannot transmit a transaction since it is occupied or down.
(3) Channel transmission probability. It is the probability for a channel to transmit at least one

transaction in a time slot successfully.
Channel transmission performance is affected by insufficient balances, unavailable state, and channel

transmission probability. An application scenario is shown in Figure 1. From Figure 1, we see that there
are two channels with higher transmission probabilities (one is between nodes a and b, and the other is
between nodes b and c). A channel between nodes c and d is in an unavailable state, and other channels
(such as those between nodes a and c, between a and d, and between c and e) are in an available state
(i.e., a channel can transmit a transaction) but with a lower transmission probability. There may be
three issues: insufficient channel balance, unavailable state, and low channel transmission probability.

(1) Insufficient channel balance. There is a transaction requiring node b to transmit 6 BTC to node
c. Channel balance between nodes b and c is insufficient to transmit the transaction. Thus, it should be
transmitted through an intermediate node (e.g., node a). Otherwise, the transmission may be aborted.
As channel balance may be insufficient due to a decrease in its transaction transmission, channels may
fail to transmit a transaction and result in a longer waiting time. This may cause a low transmission
success rate and a prolonged transmission delay. Channels in [12, 13] face the problem of insufficient
channel balance and failure to complete transaction transmission.

(2) Unavailable state. There is a transaction requiring node d to transmit 6 BTC to node c. However,
the channel between nodes d and c is in an unavailable state. The transaction may be transmitted through
other channels in an available state through an intermediate node (e.g., node a). Otherwise, transaction
transmission may be aborted. This may cause a long transmission delay and a low transmission success
rate. For channels in [14,15], the worst-case is usually caused by failing to reasonably consider the impact
of the unavailable state of a channel on transaction transmission.

(3) Low channel transmission probability. We suppose that there is a transaction requiring node a
to transmit 6 BTC to node c. The transaction can be transmitted through other channels with high
transmission probabilities, such as intermediate node b in Figure 1. Nodes may select channels with high
transmission probabilities. This may cause the balances of channels with high transmission probabilities to
be continuously consumed and eventually lead to the failure of transaction transmission due to insufficient
channel balances. In addition, multiple transactions may wait for these channels to transmit, which leads
to a long delay. Both can hurt a transaction’s transmission success rate and cause delay. Channels
in [16, 17] fail to address the problem caused by low channel transmission probability.

In summary, most existing methods fail to improve transaction transmission performance under in-
sufficient balances, unavailable states, and low transmission probability. They may affect transaction
transmission performance in a channel and make transaction transmission aborted. In the end, they lead
to a low transmission success rate and delayed channel transactions. Driven by the above problems, the
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motivations of this work are to increase transmission success rate and decrease delay.

1.3 Contributions

To solve the above-mentioned problems, a transaction transmission model is proposed for blockchain
channels based on the non-cooperative game theory. This work intends to make the following contribu-
tions:

(1) It proposes a transaction transmission model to optimize transmission performance in channels
by considering channel balances, channel states, and transmission probabilities. The model is based
on non-cooperative games to find each channel’s Nash equilibrium point where a channel has its ideal
transmission performance.

(2) Using the model, this work designs an optimized channel transaction transmission (OCTT) al-
gorithm to increase transmission success rate and reduce transmission delay of transactions through
channels. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives related work. Section 3
proposes a transaction transmission model. Section 4 proposes its solution algorithms. Section 5 presents
experimental results. Section 6 draws conclusion and suggests future work.

2 Related work

Existing channels are divided into two main categories: payment and state channels [18].
(1) Payment channel. This type of channel allows nodes to establish a direct point-to-point payment.

Nodes can maintain and update their ledgers privately. There are some representatives. Spilman [19]
introduced a channel payment protocol based on a bitcoin system that realizes the instant confirmation
of transactions. During a channel payment process, funds for transaction receivers always increase and
receivers only publish their latest channel states on-chain. However, the protocol supports one-way pay-
ment only but not reverse one. Duplex micro-payment channel [12] extends Spilman’s one-way payment
to a “two-way” approach to realizing high scalability for digital payments in a Bitcoin system. The
time lock function of bitcoin transactions makes transaction transmission through duplex micropayment
channels safe. However, the use of time lock does not allow channel balances to be used until the time
lock threshold is reached, even if transaction transmission is complete. Hence, using such a channel
causes a long waiting time for a transaction to transmit. Lightning channel [13] is the first one to form
a payment network (called a lightning network) with payment channels and improves the transaction
throughput of a blockchain while realizing two-way payments. It can transfer payments between two
nodes through a channel with a two-way payment. Because nodes adopt the shortest link algorithm to
select a path to transmit transactions, this method fails to consider insufficient channel balance issues.
Raiden channel [20] can implement complex intelligent contracts on Ethereum and supports one-way
payments. Yet some smart contracts may block certain tokens of counterparties in Raiden, which leads
to its poor scalability.

(2) State channel. This type of channel results from the optimization of a payment channel by sup-
porting arbitrarily complex smart contracts and allowing participants to safely modify the locked part
of blockchain states. There are some typical examples. Miller et al. [14] proposed the concept of Sprites
channels to improve the efficiency of a lightning network. The worst case with this method is usually
due to the failure to reasonably consider the impact of the channel being unavailable, i.e., the channel
cannot transmit transactions or the insufficient balance prevents the selected channel from doing so. To
solve the problem of insufficient channel balances, Khalil et al. [21] introduced a revive channel. Based
on linear programming, their approach implements a persistent mechanism to adjust its balance among
intermediate nodes in a blockchain network. However, its solution complexity is too high for some large-
size cases. Such channels fail to handle problems caused by low transmission probability. Perun channel
creates a virtual platform without interacting with intermediate transmission nodes for each payment.
Dziembowski et al. [17] extended it and introduced a fully virtual state channel with an arbitrary length.
This further reduces the delay and costs of transaction transmissions through such channels. However,
this virtual channel method fails to consider the impact of channel transmission probability.

(3) Other channels. A counterfactual channel [22] is a general state channel that encapsulates functions
and states in instantiated contracts. This allows users to deploy new functions to existing channels without
contacting blockchains. Only users from a defined set can transmit transactions to each other. However,
for a dynamic blockchain channel, other users (those who are not in the set) cannot transmit transactions
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through such channels, which limits its applications. Other new blockchain channel technologies have
been proposed for special tokens, which are bitcoin substitutions designed to improve the weak anonymity
of blockchains, e.g., using zero-knowledge proof [23]. Zerocash achieves anonymity, which is the first
completely anonymous ledger-based token [24]. However, it has the problem of poor scalability. Zhang
et al. [15] improved Zerocash by supporting a multi-signature mechanism. The improved Zerocash is
then used to build a small payment system called Z-Channel, which improves the scalability significantly
and reduces the confirmation time of Zerocash payments. However, users who use Z-Channel must store
hundreds of megabytes of public reference strings. This approach also needs a trusted third party to
generate these strings, which requires high storage space and a trusted third party.

The above analysis indicates that channel technology is a feasible solution to improve the scalability
of blockchains. All prior channels face two challenging issues: (a) how to increase transmission success
rate when there are channels with insufficient balances; and (b) how to decrease transaction transmission
delay when there are channels in unavailable states. We design a transaction transmission model to solve
the above problems.

3 Proposed model

A uniform random blockchain channel network is given by: G = 〈V,E〉, where V and E represent a set
of nodes and channels, respectively, with l = |V | and K = |E|. Notations in this paper are given in
Table A1 in Appendix A.

3.1 Related concepts

In a blockchain channel network, transactions are completely independent and broadcast to the network.
Source and target nodes select channels to establish transmission links (a link in brief, which includes
one or more channels) to transmit a transaction. Transaction transmission is a random event that
occurs independently in disjoint time slots and only happens once over a sufficiently small slot. Hence,
transaction arrivals follow a Poisson process [25].

Let T t
i be the total time to transmit transactions through channel i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} in a random time

slot t, where m is the number of channels with sufficient balances that make a link from a source node to
a target one. Let T be the time interval between the end of the current transaction transmission and the
start of the next through channel i. Let αt

i be channel transmission probability of channel i to transmit
at least one transaction when T 6 T t

i . That is

αt
i = P{T 6 T t

i } = 1− e−RiT
t
i , (1)

where Ri is the transmission rate of channel i. Note that each channel’s transmission time is assumed
to follow an exponential distribution [26]. Let P t

i be the probability that a node in a blockchain network
can receive a transaction through channel i during time slot t:

P t
i = C1

mαt
i(1− αt

i)
m−1. (2)

Let St
i be the probability of a node successfully transmitting a transaction through channel i during

time slot t:

St
i = αt

iP
t
i . (3)

Let π1 be the probability of all nodes successfully transmitting transactions during time slot t:

π1 =

m
∏

i=1

St
i , (4)

where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Channel states can be either available or unavailable.
Available state. This indicates that a channel can transmit a transaction.
Unavailable state. This indicates that a channel cannot transmit a transaction because it is busy or

broken down. Many reasons cause channel transmission failures, such as closure by one party, insufficient
channel balance, and damage due to attacks from malicious internal nodes.
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For a blockchain channel network, let Ts be the time slot for channel i to transmit a transaction in an
available state:

Ts = π1Td/m, (5)

where Td is the time slot to transmit a transaction through a channel in a blockchain network. Based on
the two types of states, T t

i is calculated as

T t
i = π1Ts + π0Tf , (6)

where π0 = 1− π1 is the probability that channel i is in an unavailable state during time slot t, and Tf

is the time slot of channel i in an unavailable state.
(1) Transmission time. Let Xt

i be the average number of transactions that are successfully transmitted
from a node through channel i during a unit time slot

Xt
i = 1/St

i , (7)

where St
i is given in Eq. (3). Let φt

i be the transmission time of transactions through channel i during
time slot t. Thus, we have

φt
i = Xt

iT
t
i =

π1Ts + π0Tf

αt
iC

1
mαt

i(1− αt
i)

m−1
. (8)

(2) Deviation of channel transmission probability. Users may blindly select channels with high trans-
mission probabilities instead of the ideal one, which is obtained by games. It is noted that an ideal
transmission probability is not equal to the highest transmission probability. We use an indicator de-
noted as ρti to measure the deviation of channel transmission probability between the current transmission
probability and the ideal one of channel i during time slot t:

ρti = ki|α
t
i − γt

i |, (9)

where ki > 0 is a correlation coefficient of channel transmission probability of channel i. And γt
i is

a Nash equilibrium solution, i.e., the ideal transmission probability of channel i. Thus, a blockchain
channel system can optimize the transaction transmission performance of channels to achieve an ideal
transmission for a blockchain system. To increase transmission success rate, nodes should select a channel
with an ideal transmission probability. A smaller ρti gives a higher transmission success rate. If ρti is too
large, the transmission probability of channel i may deviate from the ideal case, which may lead to the
failure of transaction transmission.

Transaction transmission depends on the transmission probability of a channel as well those of all its
neighbors. In a channel network, there may be many transactions waiting for the same channel with high
transmission probability, which leads to long transmission delays. Hence, we use a non-cooperative game
to avoid this problem and decrease the transmission time to achieve an ideal transmission performance.

3.2 Transaction transmission model of blockchain channels

A transaction transmission model is proposed based on non-cooperative game theory with four basic
elements: participants, strategy space, profit set, and Nash equilibrium points. Non-cooperative game
theory [27] describes individual learning and adaptation strategies [28,29] and can provide Nash equilib-
rium solutions.

(1) Participants. Channels with sufficient balances are taken as participants in a non-cooperative game
to optimize transmission performance for transactions by adjusting their strategies. Let I be the set of
participants

I = {1, 2, 3, . . . ,m}. (10)

Participants in a game are driven by their profits and transmit transactions based on game results.
(2) Strategy space. The strategy space of each participant is a set of transmission probabilities for

channel transactions during time slot t. Let χ be the strategy space:

χ = 〈αt
1, α

t
2, . . . , α

t
i, . . . , α

t
m〉, (11)

where i ∈ I and αt
i is the transmission probability of channel i. Note that the transmitting probability

for every transaction is determined by respective channels. That is, for transactions transmitted through
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channel i, transaction transmitting probability is αt
i. Let α

t
i = 〈αt

1, . . . , α
t
i, α

t
i+1, . . . , α

t
m〉 be the strategy

space of the channels except for channel i.
(3) Profit set. We propose a channel utility function to obtain a profit set. Let U t

i be the normalized
utility function of channel i during time slot t:

U t
i = ω1

φt
i −minφt

i

maxφt
i −minφt

i

+ ω2
ρti −min ρti

max ρti −min ρti
, (12)

where ω1 and ω1 are the weighting factors satisfying ω1 + ω2 = 1. The values of ω1 and ω1 depend
on transmission time or transmission probability of channel i. The profit set of non-cooperative games
during time slot t is denoted as

U = {U t
1, U

t
2, . . . , U

t
i , . . . , U

t
m}, (13)

where i ∈ I. The normalized utility function of channel i can be expressed as U t
i (α

t
i, α

t
−i), where (α

t
i, α

t
−i)

is a strategic combination.
(4) Nash equilibrium points. For non-cooperative games, a Nash equilibrium is a stable state, i.e., no

participant can obtain better benefits by unilaterally changing its strategies by deviating from a Nash
equilibrium [30, 31].

The model is constructed based on the above four basic elements. For the normalized utility function,
a smaller transmission time and a smaller deviation of transmission probability of a channel, a better
transmission performance for channel transactions. Let Θ be the proposed transaction transmission
model for blockchain channels (the proposed model in brief):

Θ : min{U t
i } = min

{

ω1
φt
i −minφt

i

maxφt
i −minφt

i

+ ω2
ρti −min ρti

max ρti −min ρti

}

, (14)

0 6 γt
i 6 αt

i 6 1, (15)
m
∑

i=1

αt
i 6 1, (16)

where (14)–(16) indicate that the transmission performance of a channel is affected by its transmission
time and transmission probability. It is noted that γt

i is the Nash equilibrium solution of channel i and
γt
i = argminαt

i∈(0,1]
{U t

i }. We use γt
−i to denote the Nash equilibrium solution including m− 1 channels

but not channel i, and (γt
i , γ

t
−i) to represent the Nash equilibrium point of the non-cooperative games.

A theoretical description of a solution’s optimality analysis can be found in [32].

4 Optimized channel transaction transmission (OCTT) algorithm

Let C be the channel attribute structure of channel i

C = 〈sID, tID, balance, ut
i〉, (17)

where sID and tID are the IDs of the source and target nodes, respectively, balance is the current balance
of channel i, and ut

i is the channel steady-state transmission rate, which indicates the stability of a
transaction being successfully transmitted through channel i

ut
i = αt

iTs/T
t
i , (18)

where αt
i is the transmission probability of channel i, Ts is the time slot of channel i in an available state,

and T t
i is as given in Eq. (6).

A link may contain multiple channels whose transmission rates could be different. To make a transac-
tion transmit within a single-hop distance in a link, we analyze channel steady-state transmission rates
for each link. The steady-state transmission rate of each channel varies with time slots using an iterative
gradient method. Let ut+1

i be the iterative update for the steady-state transmission rate of channel i
during time slot t+ 1

ut+1
i = αt+1

i Ts/T
t+1
i . (19)

We propose an optimized channel transaction transmission (OCTT) algorithm based on the proposed
model. Its flow chart is shown in Figure 2. OCTT calls two primary sub-algorithms: the channel
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Figure 2 Flow chart of OCTT algorithm.

analysis algorithm (Algorithm 1) and the iterative sub-gradient transmission algorithm (Algorithm 2).
Channel-and-link conditions need to be satisfied in Algorithm 1.

(1) Channel condition. The selected channels should satisfy two conditions. (a) The balance in a
channel is sufficient, which indicates that it is greater than or equal to the transaction amount. (b) The
source and target nodes of each link are consistent with the transaction initiator and recipient.

(2) Link condition. Each link has a unique maximum steady-state transmission rate to reduce the
effects of different steady-state transmission rates for the channels through the same link. Otherwise, a
transaction cannot be transmitted within a single-hop distance in a link.

There are three critical issues in a blockchain channel network: insufficient channel balance, unavailable
state, and low transmission probability. To solve the first issue, Algorithm 1 is designed to analyze
channel balances and channel steady-state transmission rates. A link array is then obtained following
Algorithm 1 by selecting channels that satisfy the channel-and-link conditions. To solve the next two
issues, Algorithm 2 is invoked using the results of Algorithm 1, and the links with ideal transmission
probabilities are obtained to transmit transactions.

The detailed explanations about Figure 2 are as follows.

Step 1. Source nodes initiate transactions and broadcast them in a blockchain channel network.

Steps 2–4. Based on the transactions, OCTT calls Algorithm 1 to analyze channel balances and
channel steady-state transmission rates (Step 2). If an array satisfying the channel-and-link conditions
is generated (Step 3), OCTT calls Algorithm 2 (Step 5) and proceeds to Step 6. Otherwise, it shows
that there is no channel satisfying the channel-and-link conditions. The transactions are then returned
on-chain to process (Step 4) and OCTT ends.

Steps 5, 6. The array obtained in Algorithm 1 is used in Algorithm 2 to guide whether each channel
reaches the Nash equilibrium point (γt

i , γ
t
−i) based on non-cooperative games. If not, Step 5 is repeated

to call Algorithm 2.

Step 7. OCTT outputs the link with an ideal transmission probability and ends.

4.1 Channel analysis algorithm

We design the channel analysis algorithm to obtain a link array satisfying the channel-and-link conditions,
as shown in Algorithm 1.

Some remarks about Algorithm 1 are given as follows.

(1) Algorithm 1 aims to obtain a link array satisfying the channel-and-link conditions during time slot
t. For a transaction amount Q, there is a unique array of channels, which varies during time slot t.

(2) If the balance for each channel in a blockchain network G is greater than or equal to Q (Line 8),
the next-hop channel is found based on the source and target nodes corresponding to a given transaction
(Lines 9–27).
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(3) If the source node is in the current channel corresponding to the transaction, Algorithm 1 first
calculates the steady-state transmission rate of the current channel (Lines 12, 13). It then obtains a
maximum channel steady-state transmission rate through a comparison with the other channels in the
same link. Finally, it assigns the maximum to the corresponding channel (Lines 14–16). The assignment
aims to make all channels in the same link transmit each transaction within a single-hop distance.
Each channel only uses the steady-state transmission rate between its single-hop neighboring channels to
transmit transactions.

(4) Algorithm 1 adds the condition-satisfied channel to ι (Line 17) and accumulates the number of
channels (Line 18). The target node of the channel is used as the source node of the next-hop to search
for the next-hop channel (Line 19) until the target node of the queried channel is consistent with the
target node corresponding to the transaction. That is, if a link satisfying the channel-and-link conditions
is found, Algorithm 1 exits the current loop. The algorithm runs again (Line 9) according to the ID of
the source node for the transaction (Line 24).

(5) The numbers of rows (Line 27) and columns (Line 22) of the array are obtained. When time slot t
changes, the steady-state transmission rate of channel i during time slot t+1 is updated from (19) (Line
31). There is one loop in Algorithm 1. Thus, its time complexity is O(m).

Algorithm 1 Channel analysis

Input: s, e, Q, G. /*s and e are the IDs of the source and target nodes, respectively, Q is the transaction amount, and G is the

network topology diagram*/

Output: L, maxrow, maxcolumn, m. /*L is the link array satisfying the channel-and-link conditions. maxrow and maxcolumn

are the numbers of rows and columns in L, respectively. m is the number of channels with sufficient balances that link a source

node and a target one*/

1: Declare L, maxrow, maxcolumn, maxcsstr, m, count, z, k; /*maxcsstr is a temporary variable that stores the maximum

2: steady-state transmission rate of a link, count is a temporary variable that stores the number of channels with sufficient balances,

3: and z is a temporary variable that stores the ID of the source node of the next-hop channel*/

4: Declare C; /*The channel attribute structure of channel i*/

5: L ← null; maxrow← 0; maxcolumn← 0; m← 0; count← 0; z ← 0; k ← 0;

6: C ← 〈sID, tID, balance, ut
i〉;

7: For(each channel C in G) /*During each time slot t*/

8: If(C.balance > Q)

9: If(C.sID == s)

10: j ← 0;

11: If(C.sID == r && C.tID! = e)

12: i = count; /*The i-th channel in L*/

13: C.ut
i ←

αt
iTs

Tt
i

; /*Calculate channel steady-state transmission rate ut
i via (18) of channel i*/

14: If(maxcsstr 6 ut
i) /*Unified maximum channel steady-state transmission rate of the current link of L*/

15: C.ut
i ← maxcsstr;

16: EndIf

17: L[k][j + +]← C;

18: count++;

19: z ← C.tID; /*Store the ID of the source node to the next-hop channel*/

20: EndIf

21: If(maxcolumn 6 j)

22: maxcolumn← j + 1; /*Column number of L*/

23: EndIf

24: z ← s; /*Store the ID of the source node to z*/

25: k + +; /*Traverse the next transmission link*/

26: EndIf

27: maxrow← k + 1; /*Row number of L*/

28: EndIf

29: EndFor

30: m← count;

31: ut+1

i ←
α
t+1
i

Ts

T
t+1
i

; /*Update channel steady-state transmission rate via (19) during time slot (t + 1)*/

32: Return L, maxrow, maxcolumn, m.

4.2 Iterative sub-gradient transmission algorithm

Algorithm 1 provides the maximum steady-state transmission rate of each link and a link array and solves
the critical issue of an insufficient channel balance. To solve other critical issues of unavailable state and
low transmission probability, we design Algorithm 2 based on Algorithm 1 to allow the transmission
probability of each channel to reach a global optimum (i.e., an ideal transmission probability and the
Pareto Nash equilibrium point of the proposed model). Algorithm 2 uses an iterative sub-gradient
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Algorithm 2 Iterative sub-gradient transmission

Input: L, t. /*L is from Algorithm 1 and t is a random time slot*/

Output: L, r. /*r is the number of iterations*/

1: Declare r, µr
i , Ri, ε, φ; /*µr

i is the Lagrange multiplier of channel i in the r-th iteration, Ri is the transmission probability

2: of channel i, ε is the upper bound of step σt
µ, and φ is the threshold*/

3: C ← 〈sID, tID, balance, csstr〉;

4: r ← 0; i← 0;

5: Do

6: r ← r + 1;

7: For(each iteration r)

8: αt
i ← 1 − exp{−RiT

t
i }; /*Based on Ri, the transmission probability αt

i for channel i is computed via (1)*/

9: σt
µ ← ε/t; /*Calculate the step size σt

µ via ε and t*/

10: r ← r + 1;

11: µr+1

i ← [µr
i + σt

µ(α
t
i − α∗

i )]
−; /*Update the Lagrange multiplier µr+1

i via (19) during time slot t*/

12: EndFor

13: Until |µr+1

i − µr
i |/µ

r+1

i > φ;

14: For(each channel i)

15: Do

16: Send αt
i and the multiplier µr

i to channel i;

17: Calculate Ld(α
t
i, µ

r
i ) via αt

i and µr
i ;

18: Calculate Ld(α
t
i, µ

r+1

i ) via αt
i and µr+1

i ;

19: Until Ld(α
t
i, µ

r+1

i ) 6 Ld(α
t
i, µ

r
i );

20: α∗

i ← argmin
06γt

i
6αt

i
61
{Ld(α

t
i, µ

r
i )};

21: EndFor

22: Return L, r − 1. /*L has the ideal transmission probability and r − 1 is the number of iterations*/

transmission based on the Lagrange equation. Firstly, the Lagrange equation of the model is defined as

L(αt
i, µ

r
i , νi) = U t

i + µr
i (α

t
i − γt

i ) + νi(α
t
i − 1), (20)

where µr
i and νri are Lagrange multipliers related to the constraints in (15) and (16), respectively, and

µr
i is the Lagrange multiplier of the r-th iteration of channel i. We have µr

i > 0 and νri > 0. For a given
µr
i , the Lagrange dual-function Ld(α

t
i, µ

r
i ) is the maximized L(αt

i, µ
r
i , νi) about α

t
i and µt

i, where (αt
i, µ

r
i )

is a dual variable. Then, the Lagrange dual-function is defined

min{Ld(α
t
i, µ

r
i )} = max{L(αt

i, µ
r
i , νi)}. (21)

To obtain the solution of (21), we use the iterative sub-gradient method to update the Lagrange
multiplier and find the final invariant Lagrange multiplier µt

i. Given a set of non-negative µt
i, the ideal

solution for the transmission probability of the dual-function function is

argmin
06γt

i6αt
i61

{Ld(α
t
i, µ

r
i )}. (22)

For a set of Lagrange multipliers, the gradient definition of the dual-function Ld(α
t
i, µ

r
i ) is

∂Ld(α
t
i, µ

r
i )

∂µr
i

= αt
i − α∗i . (23)

According to the iterative sub-gradient method, the Lagrange multiplier is updated using the gradient
as

µr+1
i = [µr

i + σt
µ(α

t
i − α∗i )], (24)

where [·]− = min(·), θtν is the step size, ε is the upper bound of θtν with ε > 0, and θtν = ε/t. The θtν
causes the Lagrange multiplier to converge to a constant value of µr

i after r iterations. Then, the ideal
solution is obtained based on (22).

Then, Algorithm 2 can iteratively find a Lagrange multiplier during time slot t that converges to a
constant after iterations. Finally, the link with ideal transmission probability α∗i is obtained based on
the Lagrange multiplier. Some remarks regarding Algorithm 2 are described as follows.

(1) The input of ι for Algorithm 2 is from Algorithm 1. Algorithm 2 has two loops, both of which are
double nested. The first one (Lines 5–13) uses the iterative sub-gradient method to find changeless in
the Lagrange multiplier for each channel. After r iterations, if the Lagrange multiplier does not change
once it converges to µr

i , then µr
i is the Lagrange multiplier of channel i. Therefore, the ideal solution of

Θ is obtained.
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(2) In the first nested loop (Lines 7–12), step size θtµ controls the convergence speed of Algorithm 2.
An increased t can improve the convergence speed; however, a too large θtµ may cause fluctuations in
convergence rates. As Algorithm 2 is convergent, any initial multiplier µr

i is valid. The upper bound of
θtµ is set to ε so that Algorithm 2 can obtain a better convergence.

(3) The second nested loop (Lines 16–19) uses the obtained Lagrange multiplier in the first nested
loop to find the minimum of the Lagrange dual-function Ld(α

t
i, µ

r
i ). Once reaching the minimum, the

value of the corresponding independent variable is the ideal solution, i.e., α∗i of Θ (Line 20), which is the
optimization goal of the proposed model.

(4) Finally, according to α∗i , Algorithm 2 outputs ι and r − 1 (Line 22). Algorithm 2 has a nested
loop to traverse all channel elements in ι. Thus, its time complexity is O(n2). Based on the analysis of
Algorithms 1 and 2, the time complexity of OCTT is O(m2) + O(n2). The specific deployment process
of the proposed model is given as follows.

(1) A blockchain channel network initiates a transaction T , generates a certain number of messages
for T , and broadcasts the messages to the network. The proposed model calls OCTT. OCTT analyzes
the channel balances and channel steady-state transmission rates. Thus, an array is generated to satisfy
the channel-and-link conditions.

(2) Based on the array, the model guides each channel to reach a Nash equilibrium point through
non-cooperative games. Then, OCTT outputs one or more links with an ideal transmission probability.

(3) Nodes choose channels from the network to transmit T according to the output of OCTT. A Nash
equilibrium point is obtained through non-cooperative games, which means that a channel has an ideal
transmission performance at the point. All algorithms are deployed through smart contracts and executed
automatically when conditions are satisfied.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental settings

(1) Experimental environment and tools. Omnet++ 5.0 [33] and OverSim module [34] are used to
simulate a blockchain channel network. The former is used to build the network [35], and the latter is
an open-source module based on Omnet++, which is used to simulate a P2P network with hundreds
of thousands of nodes. The simulator eliminates encryption overhead and facilitates statistical analyses
when simulating large-scale blockchain channel networks. Experimental environments include a CPU
(Intel Core i5, 4.2 GHz), Memory (16 GB), and Windows 10.

(2) Dataset and experimental parameters. Because there is no available transaction tracking dataset
from a real payment network, similarly to [36, 37], we use the dataset obtained from Ripple [38] with
the network topology and transaction information from January 2013 to November 2016. As a credit
network, Ripple uses blockchain technology to enable real-time settlement. Ripple is an on-chain payment
network, where transaction traces record the real transaction needs of real users. Hence, it can be used
to generate transaction requests in the following experiments. The original dataset has 93000 nodes and
330000 edges. We remove some nodes without any neighbors and some edges without funds. Thus, the
dataset includes 5929 nodes and 35233 edges. Each edge indicates a channel with some balances. The
used parameters are shown in Table 1.

Transaction count varies from 1000 to 45000. The average transaction size is set to approximately
300 bytes based on a Bitcoin system. Similar to [39, 40], all experiments are repeated five times and
average values are used.

(3) Compared methods. We compare the proposed method with two state-of-the-art approaches applied
to blockchain channel networks: SilentWhispers [41] and SpeedyMurmurs [38], which are widely used as
benchmark methods in related studies, e.g., [37, 42].

(1) SilentWhispers. This approach uses landmark-centered routing to discover multiple links by ran-
domly choosing landmarks. To make a quick private settlement and payment, it performs multi-party
calculations to determine channel balances sent through each link. The landmark-centered routing method
is an approximation that only calculates a subset of all possible links between senders and receivers. The
nodes corresponding to the links in this subset are called landmarks.

(2) SpeedyMurmurs. As the most advanced routing algorithm in blockchain payment channels, this
approach extends VOUTE [43] to deliver transactions in a P2P network with limited routing by randomly
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Table 1 Experimental parameters

Parameter Description Value

L Node count [1000, 4000]

K Channel count [2000, 14000]

Nc Transaction count 1000, 2000, 3000, . . ., and 45000

V Transaction size 300 bytes

W Network bandwidth 20 Mbps

Ri Transmission rate 815, 820, 825, and 830 Tx/s

Td Time slot to transmit a transaction through a channel 1000 µs

Tf Time slot of channel i in an unavailable state 22 µs

µt
i Lagrange multiplier of channel i in the r-th iteration 0.05

E Upper bound of step σt
µ 0.01

t Random time slot 20 µs

Φ Threshold in Algorithm 2 1E−13

ω1, ω2 The weighting factors in (12) 0.5

selecting landmarks.
Both methods are based on landmark routing, which cannot include all transaction transmission links

in a network into a spanning tree. There may be no feasible transaction transmission link in the spanning
tree based on landmarks, and the failure of link search may also lead to the decline of transaction
transmission success rate. The defect of a tree structure itself may also lead to link lookup failure and
ultimately transaction transmission failure. Hence, both transmission success rates are lower than that
of the proposed method, to be shown later.

5.2 Performance metrics

(a) Transaction receiving rate

Ṙ =
m
∑

i=1

(St
i/T

t
i )/m, (25)

where St
i is the transmission probability that a transaction is successfully transmitted through channel i

during time slot t (see Eq. (3)). The T t
i is given in (6) and m is the number of channels with sufficient

balances that make a link between a source node and a target one.
(b) Transmission success rate

S =
m
∑

i=1

Ns
i /

m
∑

i=1

Ng
i , (26)

where Ns
i is the number of transactions successfully transmitted through channel i and received by a

target node, and Ng
i is the total number of transactions broadcasted from a source node and transmitted

through channel i.
(c) The number of channels required to transmit a transaction

A =

H
∑

k=1

|Lk|/H, (27)

where |Lk| is the length of the k-th transmission link (i.e., channel count in link k), and H is the number
of transmission links. As transactions can be transmitted through a link with one or more channels,
transmission delay is related to the average number of channels required to transmit a transaction. The
greater the average number of channels required, the longer the transmission delay.

(d) Transaction count during time slot [t, t+ 1]:

NM = Nt+1 −Nt, (28)

where Nt+1 and Nt are the total numbers of transactions before time slot (t + 1) and after time slot t,
respectively. Transaction count affects transmission overhead. Hence, more transactions may generate a
greater transmission overhead.
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Figure 3 (Color online) (a) Channel count vs. transaction receiving rate; (b) node count vs. transaction receiving rate.

5.3 Experimental results and analysis

(1) Transaction receiving rate. Transaction receiving rate primarily depends on transmission time and
the probability of a node to successfully transmit a transaction. Both of them are affected by the number
of adjacent channels and nodes.

(a) Channel count vs. transaction receiving rate. In Figure 3(a), node counts in three groups are 1000,
3000, and 5000, respectively. Channel count varies from 2000 to 16000. The channel counts are small
in the initial stage. They have sufficient balances to successfully transmit transactions. Therefore, the
transaction receiving rate quickly increases to a maximum then slowly decreases with channel counts.
830 Tx/s is the maximum transaction receiving rate corresponding to the different numbers of channels
and nodes. The transaction receiving rate then starts to decrease after this value for the following reasons.
For a given channel count, a larger node count gives a lower channel network density and larger network
sparsity. The network is linked with both nodes and channels. It is noted that the channel network density
refers to the channel scale over a blockchain channel network. The greater (smaller) the transaction
receiving rate, the greater the density (sparsity). On the one hand, many transactions may have conflicts
due to competition with the same channel to transmit transactions. On the other hand, channel balances
may be constantly consumed. Lower balances indicate fewer transactions can be successfully transmitted.
We compare the experimental results with the calculations based on the proposed model in terms of the
transaction receiving rate. We can see that the calculated and experimental results are well fit, which
shows that the proposed model conforms to real data and verifies its correctness.

(b) Node count vs. transaction receiving rate. The following experiments are conducted to analyze the
transaction receiving rates by varying the number of adjacent nodes, as shown in Figure 3(b). Channel
counts are set to 4000, 8000, and 12000, respectively. And the node count varies from 1000 to 4000. All
channels initially use the same transmission rate. For each given channel count, the transaction receiving
rate first increases to the maximum of 830 Tx/s and then decreases with node count. Initially, when node
counts are small, more channels give a higher channel network density. Therefore, more transactions are
successfully transmitted. As the node count increases, more channels give a higher transaction receiving
rate. However, when the node count continues to increase, if the channel count does not change, the
blockchain channel network may become sparser. Then, more transactions may be transmitted by existing
channels simultaneously. On the one hand, channel balances are consumed with the number of transmitted
transactions and may be insufficient. Hence, the network may cause transaction transmission failure and
a low transmission success rate. On the other hand, many transactions need to be transmitted through
the same channels, which may constantly lead to longer waiting time and may drop the transaction
receiving rate.

(2) Evolution process of the transmission rate (Ri). The evolution process of the transmission rate
(Ri in Eq. (1)) is shown in Figure 4. From Figure 3, we see that the maximum transaction receiving
rate is 830 Tx/s before decreasing with the number of channels and nodes. Therefore, the upper bound
of the transmission rates is set to 830 Tx/s. The node count is set to 3000. Four thousand channels
are randomly selected and then divided into four groups. The transmission rates of each group are set
to 815, 820, 825, and 830 Tx/s, respectively. From Figure 4, we can see that the proposed method can
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Figure 4 (Color online) Evolution of the transmission rate with different initial values.

successfully guide the four groups of experiments to converge to 810 Tx/s, i.e., the ideal transmission
rate after games.

(3) Transmission success rates.
(a) Channel count vs. transmission success rate. The results of the channel count vs. the transmission

success rate are shown in Figure 5(a) when the node count is set to 3000 and the channel count varies
from 2000 to 14000. The transmission success rate of the proposed method increases with channel
count and tends to be stable when channel count is greater than 10000. The transmission success rate
from SilentWhispers increases slowly and then tends to be stable, while the transmission success rate of
SpeedyMurmurs decreases slowly. For a given node count, when the channel count increases, the channel
network density may increase, which causes an increased link count following the proposed method. The
size of spanning trees constructed in SilentWhispers also grows, which increases the number of feasible
links between nodes. Therefore, the transmission success rates of the proposed method and SilentWhispers
increase with the channel count. As SpeedyMurmurs lacks the consideration of changing channel counts,
its transmission success rate decreases slightly with the channel count.

(b) Node count vs. transmission success rate. The results of the node count vs. the transmission
success rate are shown in Figure 5(b), where the number of channels is 6000, and the node count varies
from 1000 to 4000. We see that the transmission success rates of the proposed method and SilentWhispers
increase with node count. However, the transmission success rate of SpeedyMurmurs decreases with the
node count but is still smaller than that of the proposed method when the node count is above 1500.

The proposed method considers the blockchain channel network as a whole and stores all links. It
also considers balances, channel states, and channel transmission probability to improve the transmission
success rates for channel transactions. The spanning-tree structure used in SilentWhispers and Speedy-
Murmurs has some inherent disadvantages as it only reflects the connection states of a local network over
a certain time slot and cannot adapt to network changes. Therefore, their transmission success rates are
lower than that of the proposed method.

(c) Transaction count vs. transmission success rate. The results of the transaction count vs. the
transmission success rate are shown in Figure 5(c), where the numbers of channels and nodes are set
to 6000 and 3000, respectively. The trend of the transmission success rate is observed by varying the
transaction count. When the transaction count varies from 1000 to 45000, the proposed method has
a higher transmission success rate than either the SilentWhispers or SpeedyMurmurs, which rely on
landmark-centered routing. However, the proposed method analyzes the transmission performance of
channel transactions from three aspects: channel balances, channel states, and transmission probability. It
selects suitable channels with sufficient channel balances. The ideal transmission probability is obtained to
transmit a transaction based on non-cooperative games, which improves the transmission success rate. As
non-cooperative games have better adaptability to dynamically changing networks, the proposed method
has better adaptability to dynamic transaction counts. Thus, its transmission success rate is higher than
its two peers. As the channel utility function is the smallest when using the ideal transmission probability,
the proposed method allows a channel network more time to transmit more transactions. Therefore, the
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Figure 5 (Color online) (a) Channel count vs. transmission success rate; (b) node count vs. transmission success rate;

(c) transaction count vs. transmission success rate.

transmission success rate can increase to a certain extent. Because all transmission links are not included
in a spanning tree using landmark-centered routing following SilentWhispers and SpeedyMurmurs, a
feasible transmission link may not be found in the tree. Hence, the failure of a link search leads to a
decreased transmission success rate. As mentioned before, the defect of a tree structure itself may also
produce a failed link search, which may result in the failure of transaction transmission.

(4) Transmission delay.

(a) Channel count vs. transmission delay. The results of the channel count vs. the transmission delay
are shown in Figure 6(a), where the node count is set to 3000, and the channel count varies from 2000
to 14000. For all three methods, the average number of channels required to transmit a transaction
increases with channel count. The proposed method has the least required channels, and its associated
transmission delay increases slightly with the channel count but is smaller than that of its peers. The
main reason is that the proposed method selects channels based on non-cooperative games and makes
each channel have the ideal transmission performance. Thus, the channel count has little influence on the
transmission delay in the proposed method. The transmission delay of SilentWhispers increases sharply
because it relies on a landmark-centered routing while all links include landmarks. The spanning tree in
SilentWhispers reflects the local structure of a network. If a short link between the sender and receiver
of a transaction is not a part of the spanning tree, a longer link may be used to substitute the short link
based on the tree. This may eventually lead to the need for additional channels. SpeedyMurmurs faces
the same problem of meaningless link growth and periodically maintaining a spanning tree.

(b) Node count vs. transmission delay. The results of node count vs. transmission delay are shown
in Figure 6(b), where the number of channels is 6000, and the node count varies from 1000 to 4000. As
the node count increases, the sparsity of the network increases. Hence, the channel count required to
transmit a transaction increases slightly with the proposed method. However, the channel count is still
smaller than those of its peers. A greater average number of channels required gives a longer transmission
delay, which increases slightly with the node count for the proposed method but is still less than those of
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Figure 6 (Color online) (a) Channel count vs. transmission delay; (b) node count vs. transmission delay.
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Figure 7 (Color online) Transaction count vs. transmission overhead.

its two peers. The transmission delay of SilentWhispers increases sharply due to the previously discussed
issues.

(5) Transmission overhead. Transaction count affects transmission overhead. A greater average number
of transactions may generate more transmission overhead, as shown in Figure 7. The number of channels
and nodes are set to 6000 and 3000, respectively, and the transaction count varies from 5000 to 40000.
The number of transactions with the proposed method is between those of its peers and is approximately
10 times that of SpeedyMurmurs but nearly 400 times less than that of SilentWhispers. The proposed
method aims to improve the transmission success rate and reduce transmission delay when obtaining links.
SpeedyMurmurs has the ideal transmission overhead because it uses a periodically maintained spanning
tree to quickly find links, which reduces the high overhead caused by finding links in its spanning tree.
Although the proposed method is not as fast as SpeedyMurmurs, it is simpler than SilentWhispers, which
uses periodic breadth-first traversal to generate trees with more complexity. Therefore, SilentWhispers
has the highest transmission overhead.

Based on the above experimental results, as the number of channels and nodes increases, the proposed
OCTT reaches the maximum transaction receiving rate. Non-cooperative games allow different transmis-
sion rates to converge to the ideal transmission rate, at which the Nash equilibrium solution of OCTT
can be used to obtain each channel’s Nash equilibrium point. The transmission success rate of OCTT
continuously increases with the number of channels and nodes and outperforms both SilentWhispers
and SpeedyMurmurs. The transmission delay of OCTT slightly increases with the number of channels
and nodes and is shorter than its peers. OCTT has lower transmission overhead than SilentWhispers if
transaction count is over 30000. SpeedyMurmurs has the lowest transmission overhead. We summarize
the results in Table 2.
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Table 2 Comparison among three methods

Metric
Method

SpeedyMurmurs SilentWhispers OCTT

Transmission success rate Middle Low High

Transmission delay Middle High Low

Transmission overhead (Nc < 30000) Low Middle High

Transmission overhead (Nc > 30000) Low High Middle

6 Conclusions

In a blockchain channel network, we propose a transaction transmission model based on non-cooperative
game theory to optimize transaction transmission performance (transmission success rate and delay) for
blockchain channels. The proposed method considers channel balances, channel states, and transmission
probability to improve the transmission success rate and decrease delay. An optimized channel trans-
action transmission algorithm is proposed based on the model, which can guide each channel to find
Nash equilibrium points to achieve ideal transmission performance when transmitting transactions. For
transactions, ideal transmission links with ideal transmission probabilities can be obtained from equilib-
rium points. The performance of the proposed method is validated through experiments, which show
that the proposed method is superior to two state-of-the-art approaches. Because the length of different
transaction paths tends to be different, the storage structure of a two-dimensional array may lead to the
problem of excessive storage space requirements. Our future research aims to reduce the proposed method
in terms of transmission overhead by using recently presented algorithms, e.g., [44–46]. In addition, the
personalized transaction should be studied to analyze its impact on the blockchain channel stability and
transmission performance, so as to further improve the transmission transaction success rate and reduce
delay.
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Appendix A Table A1

Table A1 Notations

Name Description

BTC Unit of bitcoin

OCTT Optimized channel transaction transmission

A The number of channels required to transmit a transaction

C Channel attribute structure:C = 〈sID, tID, balance, ut
i〉, where sID and tID are the IDs of the source and target

nodes, balance is the current balance of channel i, and ut
i is the channel steady-state transmission rate
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G G = 〈V,E〉, where V and E represent a set of nodes and set of channels, respectively l = |V | and K = |E|

H The number of transmission links

I I = {1, 2, . . . ,m}, which is the set of participants in non-cooperative games

L An array used to store links

|Lk| The length of the k-th link to transmit a transaction (i.e., the number of channels in the link)

NE Number of messages in a blockchain channel at the end of transmitting a transaction

Ns
i The number of messages successfully transmitted via channel i and received by a target node

Ng
i The total number of messages broadcasted from a source node and transmitted via channel i

NM Transaction count during time slot [t, t + 1]

Nt The total number of transactions after time slot t

Nt+1 The total number of transactions before time slot (t + 1)

P t
f The probability that the channel is in an unavailable state when channel i transmits a message during period t

P t
i The probability that a node in the network can receive a transaction via channel i during time slot t

Q Transaction amount

Ṙ Transaction reception rate

Ri Transmission rate of channel i

S Transmission success rate

St
i Probability of a node successfully transmitting a transaction via channel i during time slot t

T The time interval between the end of the current transaction’s transmission and the start of the next transaction’s

transmission via channel i

Td The time slot to transmit a transaction via a channel in a blockchain network

Tf The time slot of channel i in an unavailable state

T t
i The total time to transmit transactions via channel i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} in a random time slot t

Ts Duration of channel i in an available state

Ut
i Normalized utility function of channel i during time slot t

Xt
i Average number of transactions successfully transmitted from a node via channel i during a unit time slot

Φt
i Transmission time of transactions via channel i during time slot t

i Blockchain channel i and i ∈ I

ki The correlation coefficient of node i’s channel transmission probability

m The number of channels with sufficient balances that make a link between a source node and a target one

t A random period

ut
i The channel steady-state transmission rate

ut+1

i The iterative update of channel steady-state transmission rate of channel i during time slot t + 1

αt
i The transmission probability of channel i when T 6 T t

i

αt
−i The strategy space of channels except for channel i and αt

−i = {αt
1, . . . , α

t
i−1, α

t
i+1, . . . , α

t
m}

γt
i Nash equilibrium solution of channel i

γt
−i Nash equilibrium solution including m− 1 channels except for channel i

(γt
i , γ

t
−i) Nash equilibrium point of non-cooperative games

α∗

i Optimal solution of model Θ

µr
i The Lagrange multiplier of r-th iteration of channel i

νi The Lagrange multiplier of channel i related to constraints

σt
µ Iterate the step size of sub-gradient method and σt

µ = ε/t

ρt
i The indicator of the deviation of nodes’ channel transmission probability between the current and ideal transmission

probability of channel i during time slot t

ε Upper bound of step size ρt
µ and ε > 0

φ Threshold in Algorithm 2

r Iteration times

π0,π1 Probability that channel i is in an unavailable state and all nodes successfully transmitting transactions during time

slot t, respectively

χ Strategy space of non-cooperative games

U Profit set of non-cooperative games

Θ Transmission model

ω1, ω2 The weighting factors in Eq. (12)
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